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Dec 9, 2020

Stewart added you to the group.

Don Siekerman
Got it 3:48 PM

NOK North Carolina

3:50 PM

Hydro Security Detail
Standing by... 3:55 PM

Tim

4:25 PM
Stewart
Please add any others. Rob, I know there are several group leaders you want to add. Correct?

4:47 PM

Hydro Security Detail

In the Name of Humanity, We Refuse to Accept a Fascist America
Trump: You Lost. Get the Hell Out!
Rally and Speak-Out in front of the White House

Organizing rally in DC

Dec 10, 2020

William Cook accepted an invitation to the group from Stewart.
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Dec 10, 2020

*W. William Cook accepted an invitation to the group from Stewart.

William Cook

Rob ... Test msg.  10:02 AM

*W. William Cook invited 1 person to the group.
*W. Tom / Amy Speciale II accepted an invitation to the group from William Cook.
  *W. Stewart added Big Bird (TX).
  *W. Stewart added Dalton.
  *W. Stewart added Unknown.
  *W. Stewart added Edward Durfee NJ.

Stewart

United States

Change booking
Cancel booking
Chat with us
Message the property
Oath Keepers leadership, we have hotel rooms for you and vetted volunteers at this hotel in VA:

Checking in Friday night and checking out on Sunday.

Stewart we are going to be at the Hilton L'Enfant Plaza DC south of the mall.

Tom / Amy Speciale II
I am at the JW Marriott.

You
Stewart we are going to be at the Hilton L'Enfant Plaza DC south of the...
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Stewart Dec 10, 2020

You
Stewart we are going to be at the Hilton L'Enfant Plaza DC south of the...

9:50 PM

•A Stewart added Yoda.

Stewart

Added Yoda, one of the main leaders from 1A Praetorian Guard. We will be working closely with them on Sat.

10:17 PM

Yoda

55, we are so glad you're on board.

10:49 PM

Any update yet on what they are planning?

11:25 PM

•A Stewart added Liberty Fairfield.

•A Stewart added OK Gator 1.

•A Stewart added HighlanderTemplar UT OK State Leader Intel.

Tim

We're on ground in DC. JW and Willard hotels

11:31 PM

Stewart
Stewart

Added in some of our OK intel folks. Intel team members, please task your respective intel teams with sorting out the intent and prep of Antifa, BLM, etc for this weekend in DC.

Add in other intel leads if you want or just pass on reports here. This is a chat that includes event organizers and other patriot security groups we are working with.

Dec 11, 2020

Liberty Fairfield

https://www.facebook.com/N2Sreports/videos/3519479011454357/?notif_id=1607617709352528&notif_t=live_video_explicit&ref=notif

happened yesterday in front of the White House. Activists demand U.S. designate Chinese Communist Party as "Transnational Criminal Organization"

A coalition of anti-communist Asian-Americans, conservatives, and Trump supporters gathered Thursday afternoon in front of the United States Capitol to demand congress designate the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) as a..
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Trump supporters gathered Dec 11, 2020 Thursday afternoon in front of the United States Capitol to demand congress designate the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) as a “Transnational Criminal Organization.” They say that if congress does not make the declaration themselves, President Trump should immediately do so by executive order.

Big Bird (TX)
Where and when is the planning meeting today?

Big Bird (TX)
I just added Vashti Siemens to the group

A Tweety Bird (TX) accepted an invitation to the group from Big Bird (TX).

Stewart
Big Bird (TX)
Where and when is the planning meeting today?

John, the other Oath Keepers leaders will be arriving around 4 pm. Then we'll do a leaders recon in DC and link up with other group leaders. Have to be flexible on time as we
Big Bird (TX)
Where and when is the planning meeting today?

John, the other Oath Keepers leaders will be arriving around 4 pm. Then we'll do a leaders recon in DC and link up with other group leaders. Have to be flexible on time as we have guys rolling in from out of state, but figure on a leaders meeting between 6-8 PM in DC

Yoda
55, we are so glad you're on board.

Roger that brother.

Big Bird (TX)
Thanks Stewart. Let us know where to meet you for leaders recon.

BB

Tim
Gents, can I send one of my guys to leaders recon? I'll be traveling at that time and won't be back to DC until midnight but would like to send someone from my security team

Stewart

Tim
Gents, can I send one of my guys to leaders recon? I'll be traveling at that...
Stewart
Dec 11, 2020

Tim
Gents, can I send one of my guys to leaders recon? I'll be traveling at that...

Absolutely! Please add him to this chat.

Big Bird (TX)
Thanks Stewart. Let us know where to meet you for leaders recon.

Will do.

Stephen * Brown
+1 863-581-9364

Send Message

This is the exec producer of a Jericho March. He has the run of show and logistics

1:36 PM

Big Bird (TX)
Stewart, what can Vashti and I be doing to help you get ready for this evening?

1:44 PM

You
This is the exec producer of a Jericho March. He has the run of show and I...

Thanks. I’ll add him to this chat.

Big Bird (TX)
Stewart, what can Vashti and I be...
Thanks. I’ll add him to this chat

Dec 11, 2020

Big Bird (TX)
Stewart, what can Vashti and I be doing to help you get ready for this e...

Dec 11, 2020

Call me please.

1:45 PM

Tim

Gents, I’ve added Joey D’Alessio to the group. He’s my advance team leader and will be attending leaders recon this evening

1:50 PM

Stewart

Tim

Gents, I’ve added Joey D’Alessio to the group. He’s my advance team leader...

Welcome Joey

1:50 PM

Joey D

I’m in detail now, but will get caught up on the thread nice complete. Just let me know where and when and I’ll be present

1:53 PM

*once
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*once 1:53 PM
Dec 11, 2020

*A Stewart added Stephen * Brown.

Stewart
Added Stephen Brown, Executive Producer of Jericho March.

Stephen, on this chat are Oath Keepers team leads as well as leads from 1st Amend Praetorian Guard and from Alex Jones’ security team.

Purpose is Coordination

Feel free to add anyone from your security team

Oath Keepers overt volunteers will have an Oath Keepers ID badge as well as a bright color arm band visible at distance.

Covert personnel will have a specific lapel pin. We will post a photo here tonight.

2:53 PM

Tim
We’re here at Jericho March stage. We can drop pics if most here haven’t seen it yet?

4:03 PM

Yoda
55
4:06 PM
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Dec 11, 2020

Please send pics

How many are here from Oathkeepers 4:07 PM

Joey D

Tim

4:07 PM
Stephen Brown

Stewart can you be at a security mtg at 11pm briefing tonight. At the Hilton. Hotel.

William Cook

Stewart... I'd like to be a fly on the wall as well.

Tim

Security Company here at stage/venue is Archangel

Just out of curiosity, why so late for Security Brief? Anyway that can be moved up some?

Stewart

Where is the leaders recon rallying up at
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Tom / Amy Spec Dec 11, 2020
Where is the leader's recon rally up at

4:13 PM

Stewart

Stephen * Brown
Stewart can you be at a security mtg at 11pm briefing tonight. At the Hilton. H...

Yes. I will be there

4:13 PM

Tim

We're here at Jericho March stage. We can drop pics if most here haven't se...

Please drop a pin on a map too if you can.

Stephen * Brown
Stewart can you be at a security mtg at 11pm briefing tonight. At the Hilton. H...

4:15 PM

What is address?

Tim

Possible backstage entrance on SW side of stage

Back stage (East) side
Possible backstage entrance on SW side of stage

Back stage (East) side 4:18 PM

*P. Joey D added jermaine flythe.

Test 4:20 PM

Jermaine Flythe is with our team 4:20 PM

Stewart

Stewart
What is address?

Scratch that. I got it.

Hotel Info
HILTON WASHINGTON DC
NATIONAL MALL
480 l'Enfant Plaza SW l Washington
DC 20024
Code: Jericho
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Code: Jerich Dec 11, 2020

Tim
Jermaine Flythe is with our team

Greeting Jermaine 4:28 PM

Tim
Gents,
Never heard back if the Security brief can be moved up some. If not, I totally understand but we have previous commitment at 11pm and won't be able to make the 11pm time slot.

Thanks 5:32 PM

HighlanderTemplar UT OK State Leader Intel
Hey, Team - I posted on the Leadership Intel sharing chat information I found out about Antifa and what they are planning apparently for tomorrow..... 6:46 PM

jermaine flythe
Can you share the info here so that everyone has it? Thanks 6:47 PM

HighlanderTemplar UT OK State Leader Intel
Copy

Stand by

PIR for DC: ATTN: Stewart - just found this reference Antifa: https://thepn.org/2020/12/06/action-alert-antifa-will-target-trump-supporters-
PIR for DC: ATTN: Stewart - just found this reference Antifa: https://thepn.org/2020/12/06/action-alert-antifa-will-target-trump-supporters-on-12-12-at-the-marchfortrump-dc-rally/

ACTION ALERT: Antifa Will Target Trump Supporters on 12/12 at the #M... rairfoundation.com


9m

"The Antifa groups are using the website defenddc.org to organize their comrades. Some of the Antifa groups listed are: Black Lives Matter DC, All Out DC, Autonomous Liberation Collective NYC, Baltimore Liberation Front, DC Youth Liberation, Front Fairfax Smash The Fash, Frederick Socialists, Generation Ratify, Liberty Union Party of Vermont... Maryland Youth
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https://rairfou_dec_11_2020_/action-
alert-antifa-will-target-trump-
supporters-on-12-12-at-the-
marchfortrump-dc-rally-demand-
police-protection/

9m

"The Antifa groups are using the
website defenddc.org to organize
their comrades. Some of the Antifa
groups listed are: Black Lives Matter
DC, All Out DC, Autonomous
Liberation Collective NYC, Baltimore
Liberation Front, DC Youth
Liberation, Front Fairfax Smash The
Fash, Frederick Socialists,
Generation Ratify, Liberty Union
Party of Vermont, Maryland Youth
Liberation Front, One People's
Project, ShutDownDC,
RichmondStrike, Showing Up For
Racial Justice DC, United Against
Racism and Fascism-NYC, Wake Up
301."

Here is a screen shot of their email
they are apparently sending to the
various hotels in the area

organizations stemming from outside DC to spread rab and COVID-19. The role of new
Coronavirus cases has risen nearly 36% in DC area November 16th, when conspiracy theorists
while supermatists, Proud Boys, and MAGA supporters marched in our streets while refusing to
wear masks. They put black lives in danger, ripped down memorials, and committed violence
gangest DC residents including the stabbing of 3 people. Write your letter today to prevent the
spread of violence and disease by:

1. Publicly denouncing white supremacy on social media in a publicized statement before
   December 12th
2. Specifying that the group of white supremacists is the Proud Boys and
   Proud Front

3. Refusing service to anyone who refuses to wear a mask

4. Adhering to DC travel quarantine guidelines by ensuring that guests from high risk areas
   provide negative COVID-19 testing verification upon check in and placing them on isolated
   floors of the hotel

Call the following hotels:

Capital Hilton
Manager: Sharmand - 202 722 2320
Guest Services - 202 722 2320
Here is a screen shot of an email they are apparently sending to the various hotels in the area:

- Organizations coming from outside DC to spread hate and COVID-19: The rate of new Coronavirus cases has risen nearly 30% in DC since November 14th, when conspiracy theorists, white supremacists, Proud Boys, and MAGA supporters marched on our streets while refusing to wear masks. They put Black lives in danger, ripped down memorials, and committed violent acts against DC residents including the stabbing of 3 people. Why your letter failed to prevent the spread of violence and disease.

1. Publicly denouncing white supremacy via social media, in a published statement before December 12th? Specifically denouncing the white supremacist groups the Proud Boys and Proud Front.
2. Refusing services to anyone who refuses to wear a mask.
3. Adhering to DC travel quarantine guidelines by ensuring that guests from high-risk areas provide negative COVID-19 testing verification upon check-in and placing them on secluded floors of the hotel.

Call the following hotels:
- Capital Hilton
  - Manager: Ismail Gaffar - 202 293 3465
  - Guest Services - East Hotel - 202 293 2468
- St Regis Hotel
  - Director - Rosa Romero - 202 599 8000
  - Marketing - Miller Jackson - 202 599 8000
  - The Willard
    - Front Desk - 202 638 8000
    - Marketing - 202 638 9100
    - Help Desks
  - Washington Plaza Hotel
    - Front Desk - 202 638 5140
  - Washington Plaza Hotel
    - Sales - Jonathan Stevens - 202 642 1305
    - Front Desk - 202 642 1300

The above is what I have found so far, and as far as I am concerned that is enough info at this point that you can probably expect issues/ encounters depending upon numbers, firepower, and whatever else they have with them - and just WHO will be backing this particular group there......

I cannot access FB, unfortunately, to see what chatter they have put on there:

William Cook

Apparently, the Supreme Court has just rejected the PA case. Roberts and the left wing of the Court just outed themselves.

Stewart

Of course. The judges are compromised or deep state traitors as well.

All Trump has left is to invoke the insurrection Act and use his power to declassify. He must order SOCOM to seize all the data on the deep state traitors held by CIA, FBI, NSA, etc, and have SOCOM intel do the declass and data dump to the public.
All Trump has Dec 11, 2020 is to take the insurrection Act and use his power to declassify. He must order SOCOM to seize all the data on the deep state traitors held by CIA, FBI, NSA, etc, and have SOCOM intel do the declassify and data dump to the public. Expose them all. And task the military with suppressing the insurrection.

He must also remove Barr immediately, and put in a real fighter, and a special prosecutor. But that is a side issue.

Right now he needs use his power as commander in chief

We are at war.

At war with China and all its American proxies, who are the domestic traitors and insurrectionists.

Trump needs to be a wartime president and wage war on our enemies.

That’s all he has left. If he doesn’t do that, then we will have to fight against an illegitimate Biden regime and all of the deep state with him. It will be a bloody and desperate fight.

We are going to have a fight. That
We are at war.

At war with China and all its American proxies, who are the domestic traitors and insurrectionists.

Trump needs to be a wartime president and wage war on our enemies.

That's all he has left. If he doesn't do that, then we will have to fight against an illegitimate Biden regime and all of the deep state with him. It will be a bloody and desperate fight.

We are going to have a fight. That can't be avoided. But it's better to have a fight now, while Trump is commander in chief then to wait till he is gone.

So Trump MUST step up. Right now.
Black Lives Matter DC
@DMVBlackLives

@ and
@DCPoliceDept
shut down
#BlackLivesMatterMemorialFence for the weekend inconvenience constituents, but they did not shut down Trump MAGA Ten Million no Masks wearing March for tomorrow. Join us and #DefendDC Wear A MASK. #D12 #BlackLivesMatter #WeKeepUsSafe

Black House News
@black housenew
· 15h
BLM plaza is closed off. Police said it is now a police zone. Now pedestrian or vehicle traffic on H street.
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MASK. #DJ12 #BlackLivesMatter
#WeKeepUs; Dec 11, 2020

Black House News
@blackhousenew
· 15h
BLM plaza is closed off. Police said it is now a police zone. Now pedestrian or vehicle traffic on H street.

Black Lives Matter DC
@DMVBlackLives
· 14h

@DCPoliceDept
is violating the First Amendment rights of the volunteers for the William Thomas Peace Vigil. By law this Vigil is to be man 24hrs 7 days a week. They are forcing volunteers to vacate the memorial or be arrested.
@councilofdc
https://twitter.com/dmvblacklives?lang=en

Black Lives Matter DC
@DMVBlackLives
· Dec 10
Extremist groups that advocate violence and racism are planning protests in DC, and we are working in coalition with other local groups in response. We are not "counterprotesting" — we are